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1 Background 

1.1 Geography and Culture 

The Bugun language is spoken by members of the Khowa ethnic group located in the north
eastern part of India, in the state of Arunachal Pradesh.[l] Within Arunachal Pradesh, they 
are located in the West Kameng district, the southwestern-most district in the state, and 
are spread across numerous villages including: Wangho, Singchung, New Kaspi, Nam
phri, Mangopom, Diching, Sachita, Ramu, Situ, Lichini , Dikiang, and Bichom, all within 
the Singchung and Nafra administrative circles.[l] Although they live in close proximity 
to several other tribes 1, they speak a different language, and maintain a separate identity 
and separate villages. Living in the south-eastern foothills of the Himalayas, the landscape 
is comprised of wooded mountains and valleys, with the Kameng river running through 
the principle valley of the region. Villages are situated on the mountainside, with dirt paths 
connecting the village's houses. Houses and fences are mostly made of wood, and roofs are 
made of either wood or metal. The villagers derive their livelihood from subsistence farm
ing and animal domestication, which they supplement with the hunting of birds and small 
game.[2] With regards to religious affiliation, "Though the [Buguns'] traditional religion 
consists of the worship of numerous deities and nature spirits, which involves sacrifices 
of cattle, they are now influenced by Tibetan Buddhism and have begun to employ lamas 
for the performance of rituals."[3] There also exist Christian Buguns, such as those in the 

1 Other groups in the region include the Monpa, Miji, Aka, Sherdukpen, Nissi, and Salung.[13][8] 
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village visited by the expedition team who elicited my data, implying that religion varies 
from village to village, The marital practices in the region are those of exogamy, meaning 
that a bride of one Bugun clan is married to and sent to live with a husband of a different 
clan in his neighboring village, Despite the intermarriage between clans, no intermarriage 
is allowed with neighboring tribes such as the Sherdukpens or Aka,[3] In addition to the 
anthropological and linguistic attention the Bugun have garnered, they have been the re
cent recipients of ornithological focus, becoming the namesake for a species of bird newly 
named in global ornithology, Liocichla B ugunorum, that is native to their area, [4] 

1.2 Language Status and Classification 

Bugun belongs to the North Assam branch of the Tibeto-Burman language family, along 
with ten other languages, all but two of whom are located in the state of Assam, located 
to the south and southwest of Arunachal Pradesh, with the other two being located to the 
northwest of Bugun within Arunachal Pradesh,[I] Located in the East Indian Language 
hotspot, an area characterized by lots of minority languages and language diversity, Bugun 
is surrounded by many other languages such as: Sherdukpen, Chug, Hruso, Lish, Monpa, 
and Sartang,[I] Although Bugun's geographic proximity to these languages is very high, 
the lexical similarity to these neighboring languages is low, none of whom are within the 
North Assam language family with Bugun,[I] Bugun's risk of extinction is relatively low, 
due to its stable population size and widespread distribution of language use, Bugun's 
population is reported as ranging from 1,046[5], to 900[1], in 2001, to 703[3], in a 1971 
census, to possibly under 500[2], While not incredibly robust, within the scope of endan
gered language populations, these figures represent a fairly stable population, Although 
they are on the cusp of serious danger of being lost forever, their fate is not yet sealed, 
Their population's stability is helped immensely by the widespread use of the language in 
everyday life, The Bugun language is still used in the home to talk with family, within the 
village to converse and socialize with other villagers, and in the context of religious rites 
and rituals, [I] Majority languages are used for contact with outsiders who do not speak Bu
gun, with Hindi being used as the contact language for the elicitation sessions from which 
data are drawn for this paper, 

1.3 Available Data 

The data used in this paper were collected during a field expedition in December of 2011 to 
Arunachal Pradesh by a team from the Living Tongues Institute for Endangered Languages 
and National Geographic,2 As of the writing of this paper, the body of recordings made by 

2The expedition team consisted of Dr. Greg Anderson, Dr. David Harrison, Jeremy Fahringer, Opino 
Gomango, and Dr, Ganesh Murmu,[2] 
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this team is the only available recordings and can be found publicly at the Bugun online 
talking dictionary: 
''http://talkingdictionary.swarthmore.edulbugunl''[6]. 

During the summer of 2012, I worked in the Endangered Language laboratory at 
Swarthmore College processing this and other data for online talking dictionaries. The on
line talking dictionaries project makes dictionaries of endangered languages publicly avail
able online, with recordings of native speakers accompanying each entry so the user can 
hear how the word is correctly pronounced. The Bugun data were elicited from two speak
ers: Kombeng Katiram Maspu and Kirang Norbu Maspu. Both are older, with Katiram be
ing approximately 60 years old, and Kirang being approximately 50 years old. Rama Ba03 

village, where both reside, is located at N 27°12.507', E 092°33.308' [2]. Approximately 
250 Bugun, belonging to 18 families, also live in Rama Bao. Due to time constraints, the 
field team was only able to record around 220 words in the language, however, these were 
in a variety of semantic domains, including numbers, animals, kinship terms, natural phe
nomena, and others. Because of this limited data size, it is impossible to say that something 
does not exist in the language simply because it is unattested, as one might be able to say 
with a large corpus. Although nonexistence cannot be proven, several interesting phenom
ena are attested fairly often and are seen in many tokens, thus able to prove their existence 
in the language. Because of the limited amount of data and lack of previously published 
work on the language, this work should be taken to be a preliminary sketch of the phonet
ics and phonology of the Bugun language, and as such, may contain errors, both great and 
small, that should be taken in stride with the knowledge that this is simply the first step in 
the study and understanding of the Bugun language. 

1.4 Previously Published Materials 

In 1990, Sri Rinchin Dondrup, a Language Officer for the District Research Office of the 
West Kameng District published a guide book to the Bugun language aptly entitled "Bu
gun Language Guide". He begins by offering a very brief introduction on the geography, 
culture, and society of the Buguns. After this follows the brief two and a half pages of 
his phonology section. While not a linguistic analysis per se, it contains the Roman and 
Devanagari symbols he uses for transcriptions. Without IPA equivalents, it is difficult to 
know exactly which sounds these correlate to, however, using his Roman orthography, his 
Devanagari orthography, and their IPA equivalents, I have produced approximations to the 
IPA symbols attested in my data. 

3rt is unclear whether the "Rama Bao" village visited by the expedition team is the same village as the 
"Ramu" described in other sources. 
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Roman Devanagari IPA Equivalent of Devanagari4 Approximation to my Phonetic Symbols 
k 'f> fkI k,7° 
kh 1if Iknl kn 

g If Igl g 
ng So Iry 1) 

c " Ic, tf! t;; 
ch ~ Ich, tfl t;;h 
j 'if IJ,d31 d~ 
ny >1 IJ1I )l 

ts " 
0 ts 

tsh ~ 
0 tsn 

t cr It! t 
th 'f Itnl tn 

d ,,- Id! d 
n ~ In! n 
p ,,- Ipl P 
ph 'fI Iphl ph,.p 

b q fbi b 
m '1 1m! m 
s 11 lsi s 
sh 'if I~, f! ~ 

z 'if !zl z,~ 

h ~ lfi! h 
r '\ !rl f, (, 1 
I ,"I II! I 

Y <r Ijl j 
w Of lui u, w, Jl 

Within the same phonology section, he offers four or five examples each of diph
thongs and nasalization, and finally, he proposes a tone system for the language, Although 

he does not mark tone in his transcriptions, he states that it "has a distinctive feature", The 
same word pronounced in different pitch differs in meaning"[8], As he has not marked 

tone in his transcriptions, it is difficult to tell how large a role pitch plays in the language, 
He does, however, produce four minimal pairs illustrating that rising vs, falling tones are 

4The IPA equivalencies were found at [9],[10] and [11] 
5This equivalency is only valid when <k> is found word-finally. This occurs quite frequently in contexts 

such as <lak> vs. [Ii], 'penis', and <wak> vs. [(lai], 'pig'. 
6The symbol used by Dondrup is not part of the Devanagari script nor any extensions, instead it utilizes 

the symool . which is used in Devanagari to incorporate foreign sounds (i.e. the sound /q/, a non-native sound, 
is written as the symbol for /kl with this accompanying dot). While there are several common utilizations of 
this dot, usage with the symbol for Icl and Ichl, as Dondrup uses, is not one of these clearly defined usages. 
Therefore, there is no IPA symbol that correspcnds with his Devanagari symbol. 

7 Although the Devanagari character that appear here and the one that appears in [8] are slightly different, 
with Dondrup's character having a curve on the right side of the character where this one has a straight line 
that continues to the bottom of the character, the characters are the same, simply being a choice of font. 
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contrastive in the language. He provides no quantitative data supporting this. writing only 
his Roman transcription, "falling" or "rising", and the English translation. While unfortu
nately I can neither confirm nor deny his claims, as my data does not contain any of his 
minimal pairs, my data does contain three of his explicitly marked tokens. Therefore, I 
can quantitatively measure the pitch track of these tokens to see if they match his tran
scriptions. This analysis, along with a list of his minimal pairs, can be found in § 5.3. He 
then writes several sections, totaling about twenty pages, of what reads like a beginner's 
guide to learning Bugun grammar, including topics such as nouns and their derivations and 
inflections, a case system, adjective classes, verbs and their tenses, moods, and voices, and 
finally, adverbs. After his grammar section, he includes 17 pages of common phrases that 
one might hear around the village or in the daily life of a Bugun. The true wealth of his 
dictionary, however, lies after these sections in his "Common Vocabulary" and "Common 
Words" sections. Together these sections span about sixty pages providing a little under 
1400 tokens, written in both his Roman and Devanagari transcription systems and provid
ing an English translation. While there is significant overlap between my data and the data 
found in his book, the almost 1200 new tokens increased my data size from 220 tokens to 
approximately 1400 tokens. 

In addition to "Bugun Language Guide" , another book was published by Dalvinder 
Singh Grewal, entitled "Tribes of Arunachal Pradesh" in 1997. This publication is divided 
into two volumes with the first covering history, identity, culture, geography, and society of 
Arunachal Pradesh in general, and then of each specific tribe in depth. The second volume 
is dedicated to the identification, study, classification, and comparison of various languages 
and dialects found in Arunachal Pradesh. This volume draws heavily on Dondrup's book, 
and offers little to no additional data. It does offer some phonological analysis, includ
ing example environments of vowels, diphthongs, consonants, and a consonant cluster list, 
however, these are far from exhaustive. Because of this, all charts drawing on Dondrup's 
data are created directly from "Bugun Language Guide" to ensure accuracy and thorough
ness of analysis. 

2 Vowels 

2.1 Basic Vowel Inventory 

The process for proving the existence of a certain vowel (or any sound for that matter) relies 
very heavily on the reliability of the Praat software: [16]. First, a word with a suspected 
case of a proposed vowel is opened by the program. After the sound file has been opened, 
the program creates a spectrogram by means of a Fast Fourier transform algorithm that 
displays the intensity (represented in the darkness of the hue at that horizontal point) of the 
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sound at specific frequencies determined by the frequency step and displays them every 5, 
10, or 15 Hz (depending on the frequency step). To give some scale as to how large these 
Hz values are, the default range displayed by the rxogram is 0-5CXXl Hz meaning for a 20 
Hz frequency step, 250 data points are rerxesented in the spectrogram. Due to the articula
tory rxocess, for sonorant sounds, that is ones with periodic noise, certain frequencies are 
boosted and certain aredarqJened. These boosted frequencies are often found in bands and 
are then called formants. For exart:q:Jle, the band of 450-500 Hz could be darker, signifying 
more intense, than the surrounding frequencies, therefore constituting a formant. Formants 
are then numbered according to their frequency values with lowest nUrrDer representing 
lowest frequency, i.e. the first formant (abbreviated Fl) would correspond to 450-500Hz, 
the second formant, or F2, woukl correspond to 1450-1500Hz, the third formant would be 
higher and so on. The values at which these formants awear become a reliable way to 
identify and distinguish between different articulatory gestures, with non-sonorant sounds 
having different identifying features. With respect to the identification of vowels, these for
mant values correspond to the position of the tongue during the articulation of the vowel. 
The first formant is inversely proportional to the height of the tongue, meaning the lower 
the value of the formant, the closer the tongue is to the roof of the mouth, and the second 
formant, or more accurately the second formant minus the first formant, is directly rxopor
tional to how far forward the tongue is, meaning the higher the value of the formant, the 
closer the tongue is to the front of the mouth. Because of this correlation between vowel 
formants and tongue position, the first and second formant values can be plotted on axes in 
a graphical representation that corresponds with the tongue's location in the mouth. This 
graphical representation is called a vowel space. A vowel space rerxesenting KOrrDeng 
Katiram Maspu's vowels can be found below. The following vowel space has been con
structed from tokens that can be found in Appendix A. 

,
" L---~----"----"-----L----L---~----"----"----_c'~ 

"00 ,~ ,~ 

• . '. •• • • • •• • •• • • • •• 
• • • • • • • -, 

• • • • • • • • • • •• 
• •• , 

• • .. • 
• • • • • • • • 

• 
• • • 

• 
• •• 

• • • • 
• • ' . • • • • 

• 

Figure 1: Katiram's vowel space represented purely by data points " 
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As can be seen from the above vowel space, there is a fairly widesrxead distribution 
of vowels within a vowel space. As it is exceedingly difficult to rxoduce a vowel with the 
tongue in the same exact spot as another articulation, formant values change even when 
producing the same voweL In light of this, vowels can be thought of not as having to match 
a particular value, but rather as having to be contained within a range of acceptable values. 
The question then becomes where to set these ranges so that they are wide enough to capture 
all instances of a particular vowel, but not so wide as to include other vowels. This is shown 
by dividing the vowel space into distinct vowel clusters. These dividing lines between the 
data points represent a speaker's sulxonscious notions of contrast within a language. If a 
language considers two vowels contrastive, that is, distinct and separate entities, then the 
speaker's vowel space will reflect this by having a gap between the clusters of these two 
vowels. This gap exists in order to separate the vowels and avoid the possibility of being 
misunderstcxxl. In essence, if the substitution of one vowel for another vowel will cause a 
change in meaning, these vowels will remain separate clusters in the vowel space, with a 
gap between them, acting as a Cuffer to avoid the confusion as to which vowel the speaker 
intended to articulate. On the other hand, if a language does not make a distinction between 
two vowels, there is no need for a speaker to maintain them as separate entities. Because 
the language does not use these vowels to distinguish meaning, there is no recognition by 
the speaker that they are distinct entities and therefore, there exists no gap between them in 
a vowel space and they bleed into each other, as there is no reason to keep them separate. 
A divided vowel space can be found below: 

~ "00 ,~ ,~ ,~ ~ -~ L-__ ~ __ ~ __ -L __ ~ ____ ~ __ ~ __ -L __ ~ __ --C 
~ 

------.'- --,---,------
~ ~ .. : ... :. . .:.; . • • •• •• 

• • •• • • 

• • 
• 
~: . 

...... \ .. .. :.: .. / 
~ 

~ 

---
~ 

~ 

-
Figure 2: Katiram's vowel space divided into data point clusters FI 

The pray line in the figlre aoove repreoents a division I am net sure whether the langlage 
makes IT net, tot have seen a significant gap between this elm~er and the ethers. More data 
points wculd be needed to see whether this eluoter remains a oeparate eluoter or rr£fges with 
another eluoter. 
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Here is the divided vowel space with the syrmol + denoting the location of the mean 
value of the vowel and ellipses drawn to illustrate standard deviation calculated by the 
program JPlotFormants[14]: 

~ "00 ,~ ,~ ,~ ~ 

~ 
f 1 L-__ ~ __ -L __ ~ ____ L-__ ~ __ ~ __ -L __ ~ ____ b 

. '. 
• • 

• • • • •• • • •• • + • , • • • • 
•• 

• • 

...; \ 
+. ). • • 
• 

• 
• 

:"( 08 .. . 
• + •• 

• •• 

• 
• 

• 0
0 

0 0 ·0 

Figure 3: Katiram's vowel space in clusters with ellipses 
representing standard deviation 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

w 

~ 

" 

As stated above, the most irq:lOrtant notion when discussing vowels is that of di
vision. Therefore, in their notation, the most irrportant aspect of the notation system is 
marking them as separate. The syrmols used to denote these vowels can therefore be 
thought of as variables, with their function being to mark these vowels as separate. Despite 
this fact, the goal of the IPA, the International Phonetic Alphabet, is that every syrmol 
should correspond to a single sound and every sound shoukl have only one corresponding 
syrmol, such that all transcription systems are standardized and therefore a linguist with 
no knowledge of a certain language can read another linguist's work on that language and 
understand the sounds and processes being described. In an effort to stay true to this goal, 
I have atterqJted to use the best syrmols to transcribe the vowels found above. To do this, I 
derived the formant values of Peter Ladefoged's canonical vowel recordings from his web
site http://www.phonetics.ucla.edu!course!chapterllvowels.html [7]. I then nonnalized and 
scaled his vowels, as well as Katiram's, using the Neary 1 method {Xovided by "NORM: 
The vowel normalization and plotting suite" [15]. I have plotted these on the vowel space 
to find the closest match to Katiram's vowels, found above. In this cOrqJarison, the data 
points have been omitted for ease of reading and numbers have replaced the + symbols for 
ease of discussion. A full list of the formant values derived from Ladefoged's recordings 
can be found in AWendix A.1. 
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~ "00 ,~ ,~ ,~ 

f1 L-__ ~ ____ "-__ -" ____ -L ____ L-__ ~ ____ "-__ -" ____ -c'~ 

u 

Figure 4: Katiram's normalized vowel clusters compared 
with Ladefoged's normalized canonical values " 

Although [e], [a], and [A] all occur within the standard deviation ofvQwe11 , [a] is the 
only one that does not occur on the bordff. It is difficult to select a transcription based on 
proximity to the mean, as [a] and [e] are at approximately equal distances from the mean 
formant value. Despite their equal distances from the mean, their values as transcription 
syrmols are not equal. Because [e] occurs close to the border of vowel 3 's standard devi
ation, it may cause armiguities if articulated higher in the mouth than its canonical value. 
In an atterq::t to avoid armiguities, [a] shall be used to transcribe vowell. Vowel 2 is a 
bit trickier because of all of Ladefoged's vowels that occur within the standard deviation. 
Among these, [y] and [i] are the closest to the mean value of the vowel. Although they are 
both extremely close to the mean value of the vowel, they differ in one irrq:lOrtant respect: 
[y] is a rounded vowel and [i] is an unrounded vowel. Because rounding of the lips has not 
been witnessed during the articulation of this vowel, [i] will be used to transcribe vowel 2. 
Vowel 3 is trickier still, with [m] , [13], [<3], [3] , [:::.] , and [ill] all occurring within the standard 
deviation of the vowel. However, as [ill] and [:::.] are closest to the mean value, these two 
are the best candidates. Of these two, because [ill] is located closer to the center of the 
standard deviation ellipse than [:::.], I consider it a better candidate and therefore will use 
it to transcribe vowel 3. It can be said with a degree of certainty that vowel 4 should be 
transcribed as [0]. The reasons being that [0] is closest to the mean value of vowel 4 and 
it is the only vowel present within the standard deviation of the vowel. Vowel 5 is also a 
fairly straightforward case. Although both [0] and [:::I] are within the standard deviation, [0] 
is clearly located within the standard deviation whereas [:::I] is on the border. In addition 
to this, [0] is closer to the mean value of the vowel than [:::I]. Therefore, vowel 5 will be 
transcribed as [0]. 

In {Xoceeding forward, a five vowel system will be used. The symbols [a] , [i] , [ill], 
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[u], and [0] will be used to represent these five vowels. It should be noted that Dondrup also 
uses a five vowel system, although his vowels are represented by the five vowel symools 
present in English orthography: <i>, <e>, <a>, <0>, and <u>. 

2.2 N asalizati on 

Vowel nasalization is fairly well attested in Bugun, occurring 34 times within the 221 
elicited words, constituting its presence in an average of 15% of the tokens. Nasaliza
tion of vowels occurs when the speaker lowers the velum thereby allowing air to flow out 
of the nose while maintaining the articulation of the vowel. Because of the addition of the 
nasal release of airflow, additional formants manifest in the spectrogram. Because the air 
escaping from the nose is not as intense as that escaping from the mouth, these formants 
occur as lighter bands, and therefore should not be confused with the oral formants, which 
still remain the identifying feature of the vowel. The additional formants are illustrated in 
the contrasting spectrograms below: 

Nasalized Vowel Non-Nasalized Vowel 

n 
> • m i 

Token #171 'Two' [nil Token #29 'Female' [bimi?] 

The first question to ask when presenting an articulatory process such as nasalization 
is whether its distribution is phonemic or allophonic. As described on p. 7, if the substitu
tion of one sound for another will produce a change in meaning, these sounds are said to 
be contrastive in the language and are called phonemes. If substitution does not correspond 
to a change in meaning, i.e. they are not contrastive in the language, the sounds are said to 
be allophones. Where this departs from the previous discussion is that although a language 
may not recognize the difference between two sounds as contrastive, it will still have rules 
governing in which environments to use one and in which environments to use the other. 
Therefore, these sounds are not free to switch places in the language, as their distribution is 
governed by rules and they are products of their environments. Because of this, allophones 
occur in very specific environments that can enumerated, and rules can then derived from 
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these environments. On the other hand, if the distribution of two sounds cannot be cap
tured by rules, and is independent of the environment, this is proof that these sounds are 
phonemes. Therefore, if an environment exists in which both sounds can occur, the sounds 
are phonemes, whereas if one does not exist and their distribution can be predicted by rules, 
the sounds are allophones. If two sounds can be found in the same environment, and cor
respond to a difference in word meaning, they are called a minimal pair. In instances like 
this one, where the amount of data is insufficient to provide a minimal pair, a near minimal 
pair may be used. A near minimal pair is similar to a minimal pair, however, in lieu of the 
entire rest of the word being the same, only the environments immediately surrounding the 
sound in question are the same. While not as conclusive as a minimal pair, a near minimal 
pair will suffice to prove the existence of the phonemes. 

There does exist in my data one near minimal pair for the vowel raj. This is Token 
#105 [habiiJ and Token #109 [habi7n], both having the environment [h_bJ. Although my 
data size is not large enough to produce more than one near minimal pair, luckily, Dondrup 
marks nasality and his data contains a minimal pair for three of his vowels and a near 
minimal pair for two of his vowels. They are as follows: 

<i> <e> <a> <0> <u> 
Non-nasal <ziya>, 'roast! burn' <mehek>, 'rheum' <thau>, 'abandon' <zok>, 'nurse' <thua>, 'now/yet' 
Nasal <zIya>, 'weak' <hek>, 'old (artictle) ' <thau>, 'decide' <z6k>, 'beat' <chong-thfia>, 'market' 
Environment <z_y> <h_k> <th_u> <z_k> <th_a> 

Due to the near minimal pair found in my data, as well as the three minimal and two 
near minimal pairs found in Dondrup, it can be said that nasalization is indeed phonemic 
and contrastive in Bugun. This means that there are ten vowel phonemes, a nasalized form 
and non-nasalized form of each of the five vowels: [a], [a], [i], [I], [CE], [iE], [u], [u], [0], 
and [6J. However, despite their phonemic distribution, non-nasalized vowels are much 
more common in the language, with an average of 85% of my data not containing a nasal 
vowel. 
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3 Consonants 

3.1 Basic Consonant Inventory 

The following chart represents those consonants present in the Bugun language: 
co nsonants 

pulmonic) 

Nasal 

Plosive 

Fricat ive 

Approximant 

Tap, flap 

Trill 

Lateral 
f ricative 
Lateral 
approximant 

Latera l flap 

LABIAL CORONAL DORSAL RADICAL 

Bilabial 
Labio-

Dental I A'veo'a r l~f~:~~~ r Retroflex AlveOlo-1 Velar Uvular 
Ep i-

denta l I palata l Palata l Pharyngeal glotta l 

m n Jl IJ 
p b t d k 9 
q, ~ 1 s z 1 G * 1 - -

U 1- j 
V f r - -

-
1 

Where symbols appear in pairs, the one to t he right represents a modally voiced consonant, except for murmured fi. 

Shaded areas denote articulations judged to be impossible. Light grey letters are unoffkial extensions of the IPA. 

LARYNGEAL 

Glotta l 

7 1 

h 

In addition to these sounds, the affricates [ts], [~], [dz]' and [~] are also attested. The 
alveolar and alveolo-palatal affricates are found in equivalent proportions within the voiced 
and voiceless pairs: [ts] occurs 11 times, [~] occurs 16 times, [dz] occurs 8 times, and [~] 
occurs 6 times. They are in phonemic distribution as illustrated by the following near 
minimal pairs: 

Alveolar Alveolo-palatal Environment 
[dzia] 'one' [df,irJ 0'1)] 'body lice' [#w_i] 

[tadza'l)] 'man's basket' [padf,a 13iji] 'thank you' [a_a] 
[tsa? kamal)] 'cloud' [t~an13ow] 'saliva' [#w_a] 

There also exists in Bugun both [nj ] and [Jl]. The difference between these two sounds 
is that [ni] is articulated at the alveolar ridge and then a secondary palatal articulation is 
made, whereas [Jl] is articulated at the palate and there is no secondary articulation made. 
This means that for [nj ] the nasal and palatal articulations are distinct and separate whereas 
for [Jl] there is only a nasal articulation. This difference can be seen in the spectrograms 
below: 
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[rt] 

n j i jl i 
Token #76 [nii07] 'milk' Token #79 [{ij1i] 'waist' 

Not only do their spectrograms look different but there is also a difference in the F2 
values during the nasal's articulation. This can be seen in the figure below: 

Token F2 Value (Hz) Environment 
[nl] #7 [tci~ka nla07] no translation 1924 [a#m_a] 
[nl] #76 [nli07] 'milk' 1888 [#w_i] 
[rt] #1 [cijli~] 'ant' 2232 [i i] 
[rt] #64 [cijll' n] 'tooth' 2206 [U] 
[rt] #79 [{ijli] 'waist' 2308 [U] 
[rt] #84 [hajloa] 'sweat' 2283 [a 0] 

As can be seen from the environments above, there are no [P]s found word-initially. 
Additionally, there are no [nils found intervocalically. These two sounds appear in allo
phonic distribution that can be described by either of the following rules: 

or 

Which one of these sounds is the underlying form cannot be determined by my lim
ited data and further research and analysis is needed to determine this. A general discussion 
of palatalization can be found in § 3.3. 

3.2 Labialization 

Labialization is an articulatory feature in which the release of a consonant occurs simulta
neously with a rounding and subsequent release of the lips, similar to the manner in which 
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the sound [w] is made. The release of the consonant is thus accompanied by a short labial 
articulation, akin to a quickly articulated [w]. The contrast between this labial articulation 
and a non-labial articulation can be seen in the following spectrograms: 

Labialized Non-Labialized 

Ib I W a I b a 
Token #168 'hunter' [mbij cabWa] Token #167 'groom' [kaba?] 

Labialization is found a total of 17 times in my data, constituting its presence in an 
average of 8% of tokens. As stated in the discussion of nasalization on p.lO, the most 
important question to ask when studying an articulatory process is whether its distribution 
is phonemic or allophonic. The first task is to enumerate the environments and determine 
whether minimal or near minimal pairs exist. The following near minimal pairs and mini
mal pair have been found in Dondrup's and my data: 

I Labialized I Non-labialized I Environment I 

[b] [mbij cabWa] 'hunter' [kaba?] 'groom' [a a] 
[tc] [katcWa] 'bride' [hatcan] 'wind' [a_a] 
[k] [mkw (Ej7] 'knife' [simka'm] 'chin' [m_(E] 
[p"] [ap"Wi] 'father' [pap"i] 'shoulder' [a i] 

<kh> <pharam-phakhwang> 'rainbow' <akhaw> 'soup' <a_a> 
<s> <swai> 'hoeing' <sai> 'ask/ question' <#w_ai> 

In light of the fact that four near minimal pairs were found in my data, and one near 
minimal and one minimal pair were found in Dondrup, it can be said that labialization is 
indeed contrastive and therefore phonemic in Bugun. The straightforward orthography of 
<swai> and <sai> means that these tokens can be used as reliable grounds for the formu
lation of a minimal pair. Despite the phonemic distribution of labialization, it is still only 
attested in approximately 8% of tokens, making it a rare articulatory process. 
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3.3 Palatalization 

Palatalization is very similar to labialization, however, instead of the lips rounding and then 
releasing, it is made by the tongue being raised until close to the palate and then lowered, 
in a manner similar to how [j] is made. Thus, the release of the consonant is accompanied 
by a short palatal articulation, akin to a quickly articulated [j]. The difference between this 
palatal articulation and a non-palatal articulation can be seen in the spectrograms below: 

Palatalized 
;';;"""-,-..,........,....." 

I kh j a 
Token #96 'cave' [khjaI)] 

I kh a 
Token #54 'hair' [khaziiIJ] 

Palatalization is found a total of 25 times in my data, constituting its presence in 
an average of 11 % of tokens. As in the previous section, a discussion of phonemic vs. 
allophonic is needed. In an effort to prove phonemic distribution, I will enumerate the 
following near minimal pairs that have been found in Dondrup's and my data: 

I Palatalized I Non-palatalized I Environment 

[jl] [jlli~ dzia] 'one hundred' [jlij] 'four' [#w_i] 
[b] [t"a!Yo] 'axe' [labokam] 'testicle' [a 0] 
[kh] [khJaI)] 'cave' [khaziiIJ] 'hair' [#w_a] 
[m] [mlik-] 'eye' [mikJi'm] 'thorn' [#w_i] 

<kh> <khya> 'servant' <kha-nying> 'brain' <#w a> 
<g> <gyok> 'embrace' <go> 'sound' <#w_o> 
<ch> <chichyab-lum> 'darkness' <ichak> 'twenty' <La> 
<b> <phabyab> 'bat' <jabam> 'jungle' <a_a> 
<sh> <shya-nyam> 'beggar' <sham> 'month' <#w_a> 
<n> <shya-nyam> 'beggar' <awia-nau> 'disappoint' <a- a> 

Unfortunately, there were no minimal pairs found in either Dondrup's or my data, 
however, a fair amount of near minimal pairs were found. Given the lack of minimal pairs, 
a discussion of whether these near minimal pairs suffice should be carried out. In order 
to ensure it is not allophonic distribution, I will see whether the formulation of rules is 
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possible. Because of the number of word-initial near minimal pairs. it can be deduced that 
preceding sounds are certainly not an allophonic trigger, as there are no preceding sounds 
in those tokens. The following vowel does not have an effect, as [a] follows both [k] and 
[ki] in 'hair' and 'cave'. And it cannot be triggered by codas or syllable structure, as the 
latter syllable of [tha.bio] and <go> both have no codas and are CV syllables. Therefore 
despite the lack of minimal pairs, given how close some of the near minimal pairs are, as 
well as the fact that rules cannot be formulated to describe the distribution, palatalization 
can be said with some certainty to be phonemic in Bugun. As with labialization, it is a 
fairly uncommon process, with approximately 89% of tokens containing no instances of 
palatalization. 

3.4 Aspiration 

Dondrup marks aspiration as phonemic, using different symbols for aspirated and unaspi
rated stops. His data also provides the minimal pairs: 

Aspirated U naspirated 
k <kho> 'water' <ko> T 
k <khong> 'hold' <kong> 'brave' 

In light of these minimal pairs, as well as Dondrup's keen ear for aspiration, being 
a native speaker of a language with contrastive aspiration, it can cautiously be said that 
aspiration is contrastive and phonemic in Bugun. However, only two minimal pairs from 
a corpus of nearly 1400 tokens is a very small amount and is not conclusive evidence that 
aspiration is indeed contrastive in Bugun, and the difference in meaning could be due to 
phonemic differences not captured by Dondrup's orthography. Further research is needed 
to confirm Dondrup's postulation of contrastive aspiration in Bugun. 

3.5 Unreleased Stops 

Unreleased stops are an articulatory phenomenon in which plosive consonants are formed 
by the vocal tract but are never released. A complete closure is formed by the vocal tract 
as in the articulation of a normal stop, however, unlike a normal stop, this closure is never 
released and the result is silence when there would normally be a release of air. This 
contrast is illustrated in the spectrograms found below: 

As can be seen in the spectrograms above, upon the release of the [p], a dark vertical 
line can be seen representing the release burst, the release of the air from the closure. 
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Released Unreleased 

p h a o I p' 
#47 [pha?m] 'snake' #108 [saprop'] 'fallen snow' 

This line is absent in the unreleased counterpart as the air never escapes from the closure. 
Because the vocal tract is moving to the place of articulation of the unreleased stop, it still 
displays the same pre-stop formant cues as released stops and these can then be used to 
determine the place of articulation of the unreleased stop. It is this movement of the vocal 
tract to the place of articulation that is the articulatory cue in lieu of the release of the stop. 
These formant cues can be seen in the spectrograms below: 

Bilabial Alveolar Velar 

o I p' a If 1 I k' 
#108 [saprop'] 'fallen snow' #70 Waf] 'hand' #51 [?ijik'] 'wing' 

As can be seen in the spectrograms above, each place of articulation maintains its 
formant cues as the vocal tract moves toward the place of articulation. For the bilabial 
stop this is the bilabial depression, meaning that the second formant sharply drops as it 
approaches the stop. For the alveolar stop this is the coronal rise, meaning that the second 
formant rises8 as it approaches the stop. For the velar stop this is the velar pinch, meaning 
that the second and third formants converge as they approach the stop. For ease of reading, 
dots have been included to illustrate the formant track as the second and third formants con
verge at the stop. Now that the phonetic features of unreleased stops have been described, 
a discussion of their distribution in Bugun is needed. 

8This phenomenon is better described as the F2 going to around 1750Hz, which, while a rise for most 
vowels, may indeed be a fall for a vowel with a very high F2. 
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3.5.1 Distribution in Bugun 

Two unreleased [p1s, four unreleased [t1s, and nine unreleased [k1s are found in my data. 
According to my figures, all word-final and morpheme-final [p1s, [t1s, and [k1s are unre
leased. In addition to this, all unreleased [p1s, [t1s, and [k1s are word-final or morpheme
final. A full word list illustrating this can be found in Appendix E. Because unreleased 
stops are only found word-finally and morpheme-finally and all word-final and morpheme
final stops are unreleased, their distribution can be said to be allophonic and can be de
scribed by the following rules: 

[p1 --+ [p"ll _# 

[t1 --+ [r] 1 _# 

[k1 --+ [k "11 _# 

3.5.2 Cross-Linguistic Prevalence 

Unreleased stops are extremely well attested and present in many languages, particularly 
those languages of East Asia. Notable languages that prominently feature word-final un
released stops include Thai, Korean, and Cantonese, among many others. [18][20][191 
Other languages in Bugun's vicinity, such as Sherdukpen and Chug, have been reported to 
contain unreleased stops as well, implying that the phenomenon may be an areal feature. 
Further research of the region's languages are needed to confirm this and to study the role 
of unreleased stops in these other languages. 

4 Pre-glottalization of Nasals 

The class of sounds known as nasals are formed by lowering the velum, also known as the 
soft palate, thereby opening the nasal cavity and allowing air to flow out of the nose, while 
simultaneously forming a stop in the oral cavity thereby preventing air from flowing out 
of the mouth and redirecting the airflow to the nose. The process is traditionally carried 
out with continuous pulmonic airflow (air from the lungs), and generally continuous vibra
tion of the vocal cords, although voiceless nasals have been well attested. Pre-glottalized 
nasals, however, involve an interruption of pulmonic airflow by a closure of the glottis, 
thereby creating a distinct gap between the articulation of the previous sound and the ar
ticulation of the nasal. This can be seen in both the spectrogram and occasionally, if the 
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closure is pronounced enough, the waveform, as a perioo of near-silence, lacking the nor
mal formants and sound waves present during speech. This should be contrasted with the 
usual continuous articulation and fluid transition between the previous sound and the nasal. 
This is illustrated in the following examples: 

m 

n 

i 7 n 
Token #37 'goat' [sipi'nl 

CE 7 ~ 
Token #216 'wall' [hCEzCE'~l 

N on-pre-glottalized ,....-.,..,..., 

a n 
Token #127 'wind' [hat~anl 

ii ~ 
Token #54 'hair' [khazii~l 

In addition to the silence, another phonetic cue arises from the stoppage of the pul
monic airflow. Due to the fact that the closure of the glottis prevents the lungs' airflow from 
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being released, pressure builds as the lungs continue to contract as they do during normal 
articulation. Because of this, when the glottal stop is released, a pressurized burst of air 
escapes, resulting in a spike in articulatory volume. Because this spike follows a depression 
of volume during the closure, it can be seen resembling a valley in the intensity graph, and 
in waveforms as a characteristic horizontal hourglass shape. This should be contrasted with 
a steady decrease in volume towards the end of a word, and a right-pointing-arrow shape in 
the waveform of a non-pre-glottalized nasal. This can be seen in the following examples: 

Pre-glottalized N on-pre-glottalized 

" " 

~ ~ 
~ ~ , , 
] ] 

" " 0.3649 0 .47 05 0.4364 0.5 372 

m Tim· C') Tim · C') 

o ? m a m 

~~ 
Token #172 'three' [go? m] Token #66 'elbow' [pas(am] 

" " 

~ ~ , , 
I I 
~ ~ 

" " 03 234 0.4232 03 894 0.4791 

n Tim· C') Tim · C') 

• ? n a n 

Token #165 'twin' [mJl;?n] Token #127 'wind' [hat~an] 
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" ",----------------, 

~ 
~ 

! 
~ 

" 0.45 39 0.5673 gkb"c--------------;Cc!.7604 
~ Tim· C') Tim · C') 

(E ? 

Token #22 'spiderweb' [(ak6~sa~l 

The spike in intensity can therefore be measured as the difference between the min
imum volume during the glottal stop subtracted from the maximum volume during the 
beginning of the articulation of the nasal. The larger the spike, the larger the pressure of 
built-up pulmonic air, and therefore the more effort required by the speaker to keep the 
glottis closed. Therefore, a large spike corresponds to a strong pre-glottalization, while a 
small spike corresponds to a weak pre-glottalization. A chart illustrating this can be found 
below: 

Token Transcription Local Minimum (dB) Following Maximum (dB) Intensity Spike (dB) 
47 p"a'm 69.07 71.29 2.22 

100 hanaj jiim 70.16 75.06 4.90 
'm 128 nda ill 65.23 67.85 2.62 

135 mikJiim 78.55 80.40 1.85 
172 go'm 73.94 81.90 7.96 

52 prnju' n 75.11 81.98 6.87 
68 bisi n 75.59 80.71 5.12 

'n 109 habi'n 74.47 79.47 5.00 
152 b(E.l.(EI n 73.88 81.49 7.61 
165 (BPi n 73.17 80.90 7.73 

44 t~ilJka d~Ja 1] 57.37 67.98 10.61 
111 pa'~ 63.68 80.33 16.65 

'~ 136 U.1,.(EflJ 65.51 83.29 17.78 
211 tHb<E'~ 68.29 81.46 13.17 
216 hrnz(Ei 1] 61.57 69.96 8.39 

Based on the data above, which represent the 5 greatest spikes found for each nasal, 
it appears that the more posterior the nasal, the greater the intensity spike. This can be seen 
in the average intensity spike for each nasal: [ml's average spike is 3.91 dB, [nl's average 
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spike is 6.47 dB, and [I]]'s average spike is 13.32 dB. This suggests that [1]] would provide 
the starkest contrast between pre-glottalized and non-pre-glottalized, followed by [n], and 
finally [m] providing the weakest articulatory cue. Indeed this is true to my experience, as 
I first heard the phenomenon occur with [1]], then noticed it with [n], and finally with [m] 
as well. 

The aforementioned glottal stops, that occur before nasals, exhibit the same proper
ties and cues as intervocalic glottal stops, which can be seen showing the silence in spectro
grams, the valley in the intensity graph, and the horizontal hourglass shape in waveforms. 
Likewise, the intensity spike of intervocalic nasals can also be measured. All of these can 
be seen below: 

Intervocalic Glottal Stop Cues 

Spectrogram Silence Intensity Valley Waveform Hourglass 

~ 

~f! ' 
, 

-~ ~ 

, 
0542 

Tim e (.) 

a ? CE a ? CE a ? CE 

Local Minimum (dB) Following Maximum (dB) Intensity Spike (dB) 
46.63 77.l7 30.54 

The identification of word-initial nasal pre-glottalization is a more difficult task, as 
none of the aforementioned articulatory cues are present. Because there are no articulations 
preceding it, there is no formant structure to disrupt and therefore no spectrogram silence to 
be seen, and because there is no articulatory intensity before the start of the utterance, there 
is no valley in the intensity track or hourglass shape in the waveform. Because the articu
latory process is the same, with the glottis preventing the pulmonic airflow while pressure 
builds, the air, when released, still escapes forcefully. However, as normal articulations 
also begin with an increase in intensity as the utterance begins, it is hard to use this as an 
indicator. The one facet of the articulatory process that can be used as a cue is the delay in 
voicing that the glottis causes as it remains closed and the pressure builds. Therefore we 
see pre-glottalized nasals' intensity tracks beginning at the start of an utterance as the air 
burst is released. This should be contrasted with non-pre-glottalized nasals' intensity tracks 
which begin slightly before the start of an utterance and have already reached a fairly high 
intensity by the time the utterance begins. This can be seen in the following examples: 
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Pre-glottalized 

g 
m 

J 
"-

Time(s) 

? m 
Token #42 'meat' embij] 

g 
n 

J 
"-

Time(s) 

? n 
Token #183 'twenty-one' e nt~CEk' na dzia] 

Time(s) 

? IJ 
Token #31 no translation [1 IJwi] 

g 
~ 

I 
"-

g 
~ 

I 
"-

Non-pre-glottalized 

Time(s) 

m 
Token #169 'singer' [mbo bWaj] 

o. 
Time(s) 

n 
Token #131 no translation [ndupaw?] 

Time(s) 

IJ 
Token #151 'husband' [lJgi] 

Now that the method of identification of pre-glottalized nasals has been discussed, 
an examination of their role and degree of prevalence in the Bugun language and other 
languages is needed. 
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4.1 Distribution in Bugun 

Unfortunately, as Dondrup does not mark glottal stops in his orthography, the data size for 
the distribution of pre-glottalized nasals in Bugun is small and limited to only my data. 
Considering the size of the sample, however, nasal pre-glottalization is proportionally very 
well attested in the data. A full list of environments in which they occur, as well as the 
environments in which non-pre-glottalized nasals occur can be found in Appendix B. The 
table below illustrates their distribution with respect to their position within a word: 

m 
n 

Pre-glottalized 
Word Initial Word Final 

6 12 
3 13 
0 0 
3 25 

Word Medial Total 
2 20 
4 20 
0 0 
1 29 

Non-pre-glottalized 
Word Initial Word Final Word Medial Total 

16 3 23 42 
6 2 17 25 
0 0 4 4 
3 10 13 26 

As seen in the table above, pre-glottalized nasals are most commonly found word
finally, followed by word-initially, and least commonly word-medially. Of those found 
word-medially, all but one are found in clearly morpheme-final environments and are ex
amples of morphological affixing. This exception is token #208 ['mbi7mal 'broom'. With 
the exception of this token, which very well could turn out to be [' mbi 7 mal. all other 
pre-glottalized nasals are found adjacent to either word or morpheme boundaries. Con
sidering that only I of the 69 instances of pre-glottalization is not found clearly adjacent 
to a boundary, it can safely be said that pre-glottalization occurs only in environments ad
jacent to either word or morpheme boundaries, namely: [#w_l. [#rn_l. [_#wl. and [_#rnl. 
This accounts for the absence of pre-glottalized [rtls in Bugun. Because, as discussed 
in § 3.1, [rtl only occurs word-medially, and cannot occur adjacent to a boundary, it is 
not subject to pre-glottalization, being that pre-glottalization can only occur adjacent to a 
boundary. Therefore, I predict that a pre-glottalized [rtl will not be found in Bugun. Ad
ditionally, pre-glottalized nasals have not been found to occur with articulatory processes 
such as labialization or palatalization as their non-pre-glottalized counterparts have, so a 
pre-glottalized [nil is also not likely to exist in Bugun. Pre-glottalized nasals have been 
found to be present in onset clusters, however, due to the disallowance of coda clusters in 
the language, discussed in § 5.1, word-final pre-glottalized nasals are preceded only by the 
nuclear vowel. 

With respect to phonemic vs. allophonic distribution, unfortunately there were no 
minimal pairs found in my data, although, considering its size, this is not surprising. Even 
with this small size, however, there were numerous near minimal pairs found. An enumer
ation of the attested near minimal pairs and their environments can be found below. Again, 
a full environment list can be found in Appendix B. 
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I Pre-glottalized I Non-pre-glottalized I Environment I 

[ml ['mboal 'flower' [mbo bWajl 'singer' [#w_bl 
[baj mka'ml 'smoke' [Iabokaml 'testicle' [a_#wl 
[bCE.[CE'nl 'man' [?ijik" mCEnl no translation [CE_#wl 

[nl [soma'nl 'moustache' [hat~anl 'wind' [a_#wl 
[' ndilJkca?l 'butt' [nda'ml 'year' [#w_dl 
[lad,w'lJl 'knee' [shalolJl 'hanging bridge' [o_#wl 
[pa'lJl 'mountain' [tsa? kamalJl 'cloud' [a_#wl 
[<jl,Ja'lJl 'old person! man' [k"J aJ]1 'cave' [a_#wl 

[ lJl [liar bii'lJl 'finger(s)' [~iJlilJl 'ant' [i_#wl 
['lJkllok"l 'skin' [lJkllowil 'younger sister' [#w_klll 
[haja'lJl 'south' [dadJalJl 'star' [a_#wl 
[humillJ kO'lJl 'sky' [cagolJl 'spider' [o_#wl 

Many of these near minimal pairs have numerous similarities and differ only in one 
aspect, such as voicing in the last syllables of [hCE.malJ ko7lJl and [ca.golJl. Due to the 
number of near minimal pairs, as well as how similar some of these near minimal pairs are, 
it can be said that pre-glottalized nasals are contrastive and in phonemic distribution with 
non-pre-glottalized nasals. I predict that with enough data, a minimal pair will be found 
thus confirming their phonemic status in Bugun. 

The question still remains as to whether pre-glottalized nasals are considered to be 
two distinct sounds in Bugun, i.e. [?n], or one complex sound, i.e. enl. Due to the fact 
that coda clusters are disallowed in Bugun, as discussed in § 5.1, it would seem that pre
glottalized nasals are considered to be one sound, as they frequently occur in the coda 
position. Pre-glottalized nasals constitute 41.6% of all attested nasals in my data and are 
thus a proportionally very well attested phenomenon, being in almost equal proportion to 
their non-pre-glottalized counterparts. 

4.2 Cross-Linguistic Prevalence 

Upon researching the phenomenon of nasal pre-glottalization, I found only one language 
with published material attesting this phenomenon. The language Sui, found in China's 
Guizhou province, is a member of the Kam-Sui language branch.[171 Sui is a tonal lan
guage that, like other Chinese languages, is divided into initial consonants and finals. The 
initial consonants contain the phonemic contrast between the pre-glottalized and non-pre
glottalized forms of the nasals [m], [n], [1;1], [lJ]' [nj], [lJwl. Although there are numerous 
finals that contain the nasals [m], [n], and [lJl word-finally, there are no finals that contain 
pre-glottalized nasals. Therefore, it can be said that the contrast between pre-glottalized 
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and non-pre-glottalized nasals is only present word-initially in Sui, and is not present word
finally. While it is unlikely that Sui and Bugun have a close relationship, due to the distance 
between them, typological differences, and the Bugun's migratory oral history that states 
they originate from within Arunachal Pradesh[13], it is plausible that in a far distant past, 
a common ancestral language did indeed hold these contrasts between pre-glottalized and 
non-pre-glottalized consonants. In fact, Professor Li Fang Kuei, a researcher of Sui and 
American Indian languages, theorized that "the parent language from which Thai and its 
close relatives had arisen, must have possessed at an earlier time a "preglottalized" series 
of consonants".[l7] It is possible that Bugun shares this common ancestor with Thai and 
Sui. 

Sherdukpen, a language also located in the West Kameng district of Arunachal Pradesh, 
was also studied during the same expedition from which my Bugun data comes. In a quick 
overview of the language, I found pre-glottalized nasals present in a handful of the tokens 
I listened to. Below can be seen the three indicators of pre-glottalization present in the 
Sherdukpen token 'three' [?u?lJ]: 

Sherdukpen Pre-glottalized Nasal Cues 

Spectrogram Silence Intensity Valley Waveform Hourglass 

~~u~----------~ 
Tim· C') 

u I ? IJ u ? IJ u ? IJ 

While, like Bugun, the Sherdukpen language lacks sufficient phonetic analysis, I 
hope in future research to use the data elicited by the expedition team that elicited the Bugun 
data to extend my analysis of pre-glottalized nasals to Sherdukpen as well. The presence 
of pre-glottalized nasals in Sherdukpen implies that this may be an areal or micro-areal 
feature, and warrants further research of the languages in the region. 

5 Suprasegmentals 

5.1 Syllable Structure 

Below is a table illustrating possible consonant clusters in Bugun. In the table, the symbol 
,( denotes a consonant cluster found word-initially, thus proving its existence as a cluster. 
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The symbol oc represents a cluster not found word-initially, but because of derivational 
morphology, the symbol is found morpheme-initially, The symbol X represents a cluster 
not found either word-initially or morpheme-initially, therefore its existence as a cluster is 
yet unproven, A blank cell indicates that the cluster is unattested in the language, 

F 

r 

c 
o 
n 

o 
n 
a 
n 

k 
k" 
g 

~ 
t, 

tV' 
d. 
Jl 
ts 
ts" 
t 
t" 
d 
n 

P 
p" 
b 
ill 

s , 
z/. 
h 
rill, 
1 

k kh g ~ ii' ii'" 

/ 
X 

~ 

X 

~ / / 
/ ~ 

/ / 

X 

Table 5: Consonant cluster chart 

Second Consonant 
d. Jl is iSh t th d n p ph b ill S , zI. h rill, 1 

X X X X / 
/ / ~ ~ / / / / 

~ / / / / / 
X X X 

/ / 
/ ~ 

/ / / / 
X X X X 

X / 
/ / / 

/ / / / / / 
/ / X X X / / / / 

/ / / / / / / / 
/ / 

/ 
X X X X / 

X / / 

In addition to the consonant clusters shown above, the following three-consonant 
clusters have been found: [skhr], [mbl], [khts], A list of examples containing the above 
consonant clusters can be found in Appendix C Below is a table of possible syllable 
structures in Bugun, When possible, monosyllabic words were chosen so as to avoid the 
ambiguity of syllable boundaries, 
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Syllable Structure Example Token Prevalence 
V <i> 'die' Common 
VC <uk> 'hide' Fairly Common 
CV <bo> 'great' Common 
CVC <men> 'ripe' Common 
CCV <bsi> 'incense' Common 
CCVC <srik> 'basket for fuel' Common 
CCCV <shkri.ya-ja> '12 years' Only one attested token 
CCCVC <khtsung> 'when' Only one attested token 

5.2 Stress 

Unfortunately. stress is beyond the scope of this paper. however. it would be a wonderful 
topic for future research considering the extensive system of derivational morphological 
affixing present in Bugun. 

5.3 Pitch Accenting or Tone 

In his Phonology section. Dondrup writes "Tone which has not been marked by any sign in 
this book has a distinctive feature of the language. The same word pronounced in different 
pitch differs in meaning". [8] As he states. he does not mark pitch or tone in his data. 
however. he does offer four minimal pairs illustrating the contrastive quality of pitch in 
Bugun. He states that there are two tones or pitches in Bugun. rising and falling. His 
minimal pairs are as follows: 

Text Rising Tone Meaning Falling Tone Meaning 
<kho> 'omit' 'water' 

<chau> 'spit' 'cry' 
<kua> 'wear' 'five' 

<chai> 'dog' 'borrow' 

While my data does not contain any of these minimal pairs. it does contain the tokens 
'water'. 'five'. and 'dog'. If. as he says. pitch is indeed phonemic in the language. then the 
pitch of the tokens in my data should match the tones that he has marked. The pitch tracks 
of these tokens can be found below: 
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'Five' [gowi] 

o2,k,,,----------cI 
1'>lli(,) 

'Water' 'Five' 'Dog' 
Starting Pitch (Hz) 162 117 161 
Local Minimum/Maximum (Hz) 122 N/A N/A 
Ending Pitch (Hz) 180 80 89 
Tone Contour Falling-Rising Falling Falling 
Described by Dondrup Falling Falling Rising 

As seen in the figure above, Dondrup's tone or pitch contours only match those at
tested in my data in the token 'five', all the rest differ. Due to the deviation from Dondrup's 
two tone system in 'water' , as well as the direct contradiction of the described tone in 
'dog', it is clear that Dondrup's system is erroneous either in its description of the tonal 
system in Bugun or fundamentally in its prediction of phonemic tones or pitches. The 
function of tone or pitch in the Bugun language is an excellent question for further study 
and is beyond the purview of this paper. 

6 Morphology 

6.1 Derivational Morphology 

Bugun has a rich system of derivational morphology. A full list of the examples present in 
my data can be found in Appendix D. Derivational morphology is present in 27 tokens in 
my data set, meaning it is present in 12% of my data. Dondrup offers a section on deriva
tional morphology on p. 5 of his book, [8]. Due to his much larger data size and a greater 
amount of time afforded for elicitation, his derivation section is much more extensive than 
mine. It should be noted that affixation of words in derivational morphology may result 
in deletion or other processes that affect a morpheme's phonemes. One example of this is 
['mbij] 'meat' ---+ [mbij ~abWa] 'hunter'. In this example, the phonemic pre-glottalization 
contrast is deleted from the derived token. In the derivation ['mbWaj] 'song' ---+ [mbo bWaj] 
'singer' , the entire pre-glottalized nasal is deleted. The formulation of rules to predict 
these processes is beyond the scope of this paper, but would be a fascinating topic for 
future research. 
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6.2 Inflectional Morphology 

Bugun also has abundant inflectional morphology. In my data, there are 13 instances of 
inflectional morphology, constituting 6% of tokens. A complete list of these examples can 
be found in Appendix D. The most prevalent affixes are the feminine marker [moil and the 
masculine marker [poi]. Dondrup has an extensive section detailing morphology found in 
his data which contains many more tokens and much more analysis than I am able to offer 
with my data size. This can be found on p. 6 of his book: [8]. 

7 Conclusion 

The Bugun language is a fascinating language that contains the extremely rare phenomenon 
of nasal pre-glottalization. More rare than the existence alone is the fact that pre-glottalized 
nasals occur both word, and morpheme, initially and finally. This is previously unattested 
in the world's languages. Although no minimal pairs have been found to prove phone
mic distribution of pre-glottalized vs. non-pre-glottalized nasals, due to the numerous near 
minimal pairs found, I believe that with enough tokens, a minimal pair will eventually be 
found. Other phonemic contrasts in Bugun include vowel nasalization, aspiration, labial
ization, and palatalization. Bugun also contains unreleased stops, which are in allophonic 
distribution with released stops. An abundance of morphological affixing, both derivational 
and inflectional, is also present in the language. The role of tone and stress in the language 
is yet unknown and remains a topic for future study. 
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A Vowel Formants 

When available, data were taken from 10 samples, from words with the purest vowels, i.e. 
those without diphthongs, labialization, or other phenomena that might affect the formant 
values. Nasal vowels were not included because of the added ambiguity of nasal formants 
and were examined separately for the section on nasalization (§ 2.2). In words with two 
of the same vowel, the values given correspond to the underlined vowel. The tokens are 
organized by the vowel used in the initial transcription, before phonetic analysis was done 
to determine the optimal vowel for transcription. The optimal vowel is shown in the "Final 
Vowel" column. 

To maintain consistency of a single vowel space, tokens were chosen only from 
Kombeng Katiram Maspu. He was chosen due to the fact that the majority of tokens were 
elicited from him and therefore, the amount of available data was larger. 

Original Vowel Token # 
Original 

FI (Hz) F2 (Hz) Final Vowel 
Transcription 

a 41 .[Uwfswa 825 1251 a 
2 pgJlla? 835 1223 a 
15 amuj? 879 1229 a 
21 ul]sa 837 1391 a 
53 kad5l] 837 1509 a 

a 74 pado'l] 863 1336 a 
86 la? 864 1286 a 
87 labukam 761 1276 a 
87 labukam 720 1166 a 
95 asham 855 1416 a 
95 asham 784 1221 a 

<e 84 h<eJlua 795 1565 a 
97 ts<e? kQmQl] 939 1563 a 
12 serikou 425 1939 f 

20 <j>wetQ? 547 1485 CE 

116 t~?el] kou 454 2288 f 

116 te?el] kou 450 2391 f 

e 135 mekh'm 462 2246 f 

155 bQ<j>we? duwf? 475 1534 CE 

165 Q{\e f n 539 2083 f 

194 fIlel] dZf<e 502 2002 f 

209 klletllQ'n 394 2226 f 
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5 SQmQr 421 1196 u 
5 SQmQr 483 1202 u 
24 P'iltSQ'l] 401 1537 <E 

24 PQtS'il'l] 606 1531 <E 

Q 37 SQpi 'n 438 1932 f 

55 semkQ'm 785 1218 a 
97 tsre? k'ilmQl] 806 1272 a 
97 tsre? bm'ill] 736 1325 a 
121 hQmol] kU'l] 699 1180 a 
138 mQtuwo 454 1174 u 
11 khHij 439 2077 f 

30 bw!mwe? 650 1529 <E 

31 'l]we 566 1540 <E 

35 mQd,wwmwe 542 1349 <E 

55 semkQ'm 581 1585 <E 

e 75 1ebutho 487 1530 <E 

79 .[elJle 460 2343 f 

88 tobe? 497 2025 f 

94 t~Pemvlo 546 1927 f 

151 l]ge 419 2228 f 

1 ~1Jl1l] 389 2199 f 

1 ~IJ1!l] 418 2191 f 

12 serikou 379 2355 f 

64 ~iJlf'n 368 2210 f 

1 77 popDi 369 2387 f 

140 s1plJe 361 2041 f 

140 slp!le 366 2253 f 

156 bimi? duwe? 374 1793 f 

156 bimi? duwe? 393 2339 f 

164 mi~Jo 330 1985 f 

36 tIt~WOj 418 1802 f 

50 mej? 440 2137 f 

68 bIse'n 435 1824 f 

I 78 'ndIl]k,o? 403 2312 f 

176 mrlej 400 1840 f 

203 SITIr 385 2033 f 

203 srur 370 1943 f 
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13 .[ikhou 438 1611 CE 

f 48 mitsuwe? 422 1266 U 
52 puji'n 393 1340 u 
180 sino dze<e 452 1655 CE 

74 podo'l] 472 1204 u 
81 lowi? 438 1187 u 

0 90 t~OJltlow 521 1054 u 
99 honoj tsJo 461 1090 u 
179 sowo 440 953 0 

26 umQ'n 486 1085 u 
32 Plltsuk" 395 1262 u 
32 putsllk" 384 1667 CE 

43 stu'l] 416 1176 u 
u 75 1ebutho 378 960 0 

82 1Qbu? 357 939 0 

83 'l]khuk" 441 881 0 

87 lobukom 404 958 0 

107 hoju'n 365 1176 u 
130 hil] ku? 397 837 0 

52 puji'n 390 1447 CE 

u 112 <jl<l.[U'l] 430 985 0 

112 <jlu.[<l'l] 481 1172 u 
166 kot~W :) 831 1248 a 
167 kob:)? 722 1146 a 

:) 198 pll(Q)p? 654 1108 a 
206 shobl] 663 1156 a 
217 mQb? 567 1074 u 

A.I Ladefoged's Vowels 

The figure below represents the formant values derived from Peter Ladefoged's recordings.[7] 
When able, these values were attained using Praat's "Get first formant" and "Get second 
formant" functions and then visually verified. In some cases, marked with asterisks, Praat 
was unable to perform these functions either due to formants being too close or Praat's 
automatic formant identifier being inaccurate. These cases were computed manually and 
visually and as such contain human error. 
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Vowel FI (Hz) F2 (Hz) Vowel FI (Hz) F2 (Hz) 
1 274 2171 y* 322 1738 
i * 359 1702 f 366 2121 
u* 377 1212 u* 268 504 
I 321 1955 y* 359 1484 
u 409 1051 e 389 1934 
III 379 1573 ~ 432 1616 
e* 413 1411 1>* 413 668 
0* 359 830 Q 472 1347 
f 615 1661 CE 457 1487 
3 478 1381 3 430 1399 
A 557 1004 :)* 377 722 
<e 608 1599 1? 642 1206 
a 763 1155 CE 486 1294 
0* 559 867 D* 540 613 

B Nasal Environments 

Due to the fact that Dondrup does not mark Pre-glottalization of nasals in his data, the 
following environments are derived solely from my data and as such, represent only a 
small portion of the language. Considering the size of the sample, the environments in 
which pre-glottalization occurs are numerous and nasal pre-glottalization is proportionally 
very well attested in the data. In cases where the nasal borders a morpheme boundary, 
quite a few due to the rich derivational morphology system in the language, the adjacent 
sound has been included in the event that environmental triggers are found to transcend the 
morpheme boundary. As there are no pre-glottalized [yt]s present in my data, a column has 
not been included for this sound. 
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m 'm n 'n l] 'l] Jl 
CE - CE #w_b CE_#w CE_#w i_#w CE_#w 1 _1 

a_o a_#w 1 - 1 L#w 1 - k o_#w a_o 
j#m_o CE_#w a_ a L#mP 5 - s a_#w 1 _1 

0 - CE #w_P a_ wa a_#w a_#w O_#md 
k#m_CE i_#w a_#w L#w 5_#w i_#w 

1 - 1 O_#w #w_d #w_d #w_W #w_q, 
#w_CE 1 a a_ 1 o_#w a_#w # kh 

- w_ 
w#m_wi #w_bw #wJ a_#mb CE_#w a_#w 

1 - k CE_#mn #w_i #w_t~ a_#ml 5_#w 
# j' w_ 1 CE _a i_#mk L#w 

CE - a a#m_i a_#mk 
a_#w k#m_a L#mk 

j#m_ W' 7m# a #w_ kh 1 m_ 
#w_O l]#mJ #w_g 
i_ph #w_a a_#mP 
CE - a CE _0 #w_d:p 

j#m_k a_tI L#mdz 
#w_a # j' w_ 1 i_#mn 
#w_i a#mJa o_#w 
CE 0 -

0_ 0 

#w_-l. 
#w_a 
#w_b 

CE _I 

CE _Ij 

1 CE -

#w_kW 

C Consonant Cluster Examples 

Enumerated below are a list of example of all consonant clusters present in Dondrup's data 
set sorted by the first consonant of the cluster. It should be noted that the data occur in 
Dondrup's original transcription system, which is explained on page 4. When possible, the 
clusters are shown word-initially so as to prove their existence as a possible onset cluster. 
As discussed in § 5.1, there are no coda clusters found in Bugun. 
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k 
kd--+ krokdong 'exactly' 
kp--+ sakpaw 'cliff' 
km--+ sakmaw 'cloud' 
ksh--+ shokshok-sha 'rarely' 
kr--+ krek-phu 'wizard' 

kh 
khts--+ khtsung 'when' 

khth--+ khthung-khleng 'hat' 
khn--+ jung-khnaw 'butterfly' 
khb--+ dekh-khbap 'plate, dish' 
khm--+ khmek 'flower bud' 
khs--+ khsaw-nathe 'everywhere' 
khr--+ khreng 'spade' 
khl--+ khling 'gourd shell (for beer)' 

g 
gch--+ gchaw 'stump' 
gth--+ lumu-gthowa 'road crossing' 
gd--+ gdiek 'robust' 
gn--+ gnak 'ring' 
gs--+ gsaw 'where' 

gh--+ gha 'terraced field' 
gr--+ grel 'mule' 

ng 
ngch--+ tongchen '30th day of the month' 
ngd--+ achaw-hongdong 'hollow' 
ngph--+ dungpha-khuk 'upper-lip' 
ngm--+ zangma 'diety' 

t 
ts--+ tsaphaw 'bowl for rice' 
tsh--+ tshong 'dyeing' 

th 
thb--+ thbam 'drum' 

thr--+ tsan-thrau 'umbrella' 
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d 
dkh--+ shiyam-dkhaw 'chin' 
dph--+ dphua 'son' 
ds--+ dsaw 'there' 
dsh--+ dshaw 'poverty' 
dr--+ dran 'round' 

n 
nch--+ atinchaw 'buttocks' 
nth--+ manthau 'brinjal' 
nd--+ dind5ma 'resemble' 
nn--+ dinna 'again' 
nph--+ yiye-dunpha 'man (married)' 

p 
pj--+ npJo 'in a moment' 
pr--+ pran 'man' 

ph 
phth--+ phtha 'belt' 
phr--+ phriyaw 'old man' 
phl--+ phlia 'bachelor' 

b 
bkh--+ thap-bkhaw 'village chief' 
bg--+ bgowa 'he goat' 
bch--+ bchaw 'under' 
bph--+ bphua 'boy' 
bs--+ bsen 'nail (body part)' 
bsh--+ bshun 'pity' 
bz--+ bziya 'cucumber' 
br--+ brui 'naval' 
bl--+ blia 'work' 
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ill 

mkh--+ mkhu-tsuk 'furious' 
mch--+ wak-mchan 'pigsty' 
mth--+ mthowa 'iron arrow head' 
md--+ mduwa 'dao' 
mph--+ gamphau 'monastery' 
mb--+ dambe 'bowl for tea' 
ms--+ damsong 'enjoy' 
rnz--+ mzaw 'fly (animal)' 
mh--+ mhan-pho 'porter' 
mr--+ mrlyaw 'old woman' 
ml--+ mlia 'female' 
mbl--+ thumblua 'hell' 

s 
sk--+ skuwa 'front' 
skh--+ skham 'back (side)' 
st--+ stowa 'ceiling' 
sth--+ sthua 'horse' 
sn--+ sna-Jo 'eleven' 
sp--+ spaw 'iron tripod' 
sph--+ sphun-khuk 'lips' 
sm--+ sman 'mustache' 
sr--+ srik 'basket for agriculture and fuel' 
sl--+ slung 'container for beer' 

sh 
shp--+ shp5 'maize' 
shr--+ shrang 'bell' 
shkr--+ shkriya-ja 'twelve years' 

h 
hr--+ hrid 'planning' 

r 
rkh--+ sarkhung 'poultry-yard' 
rj--+ dorje 'sceptre' 
rd--+ hardong 'windpipe' 
rn--+ dornak 'trousers' 
rz--+ khirzen 'fate' 
rh--+ rhi 'tongue' 
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I 
Ith--+ 
Ip--+ 
Ib--+ 

althong 
Ipothong 
Ibou 

'trust' 

'chest' 
'negotiator' 

D List of Examples of Derivational and Inflectional Mor
phology 

Below is a list and derivation of all the examples of derivational and inflectional morphol
ogy present in my data. I have included partially derived tokens or tokens that have neither 
morpheme known in order to illustrate the number of tokens that contain derivational or 
inflectional morphology. 

Token Transcription 
First Mor- Second Mor-

Derived Meaning 
pheme pheme 

Shared 
morpheme 

7 t~i1Jka niao? 
with #44 
'mosquito', so 
assumedly a 
class of insect 

9 khij ~oi #8 'Chicken' 
Masculine 

Cock 
Marker 

10 khij moi #8 'Chicken' 
Feminine 

Hen 
Marker 

17 t~aj moi #16 'Dog' 
Feminine 

Female Dog 
Marker 

18 t~aj poi #16 'Dog' 
Masculine 

Male Dog 
Marker 

19 t~aj doi? #16 'Dog' 
Diminutive 

Puppy 
Marker 

28 ?ijik" mCEn #51 'Wing' 
35 mCEd,wwmwi Fly 

38 sipi7n poi #37 'Goat' 
Masculine 

Male Goat 
Marker 
Alternative 

39 sipi7 n pfu] #37 'Goat' Feminine Female Goat 
Marker? 
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40 sipi7n doi? #37 'Goat' 
Diminutive 

Kid (baby goat) 
Marker 

Gleaned to be 

44 t~il]ka d;;;i a 7l] 
a class of in-

Mosquito 
sect from other 
tokens 

45 to7l] doi? 
From Dondrup Diminutive 

Mouse 
'rat', <thung> Marker 

65 liar pabi a' l] #70 'Hand' Arm 
67 liar bii'l] #70 'Hand' Finger(s) 

69 liar doi? # 70 'Hand' 
Diminutive 

Pinky 
Marker 

73 laj mWi #73 'Leg' Foot 
89 la? ko #86 'Penis' #119 'Water' Semen 
97 tsa? kamal] Cloud 

Presumably a 

99 hanaj tsio #98 'Sun' 
word having 

East 
to do with a 
source 
Presumably a 

100 hanaj ji7m #98 'Sun' 
word having to 

West 
do with a des-
tination 

104 habi i dawhl a #105 'Moon' Full Moon 
106 splal] lip" Ground 
116 ti?il] ko #119 'Water' River 
117 kho b5 #119 'Water' Big River 
118 kilo ?ij5 #119 'Water' Small River 
121 humal] k5'l] Sky 
122 baj mka'm #103 'Fire' Smoke 
130 hil] ko? #137 'Tree' #83 'Skin'? Bark 
153 lI1{al] PCE'l] Woman 
154 q,.[aJ] PeE'l] 

155 bCEq,wi? doi? # 30 'Male' 
Diminutive 

Boy 
Marker 

156 bimi? doi? #29 'Female' 
Diminutive 

Girl 
Marker 

157 b.[atn b.[ok" #152 'Man'? 
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Gleaned from 
158 thCEk" po other tokens to People 

mean 'person' 

159 anij doi? 
Diminutive 

Baby 
Marker 
Gleaned from 

161 ma?po other tokens to Enemy 
mean 'person' 

168 mbij ~abwa #42 'Meat' Hunter 
From Don-

169 mba bWaj drup 'song', #220 'Song' Singer 
<boe>? 

214a baj cpo #103 'Fire' Hearth 
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E The Living Tongues Online Talking Dictionary Contents 

Italicized translations represent those derived from Dundrup's glossary based on the criteria 
of resemblance of transcriptions, shared semantic domains, and adjacent items in the order 
of elicitation (i.e. egg being the token elicited after hen). 

Token I IPA Transcription I Dondrup's Transcription I Notes on Transcriptions I English Translation 

1 cipi~ shi-nying Ant 

2 pa(\l a7 phabyab Bat 

3 srnkoj ski 
It is uncertain whether his 

Wild Cat 
and mine are the same 

4 tcij chi Honey 

5 sumuf Honey Bee 
6 pWi7 hua His translation is 'birds' Bird 
7 tci~ka nlao7 

He has <khe-phua> for 

8 khij 
'cock' and <khe-mua> for 

Chicken 
'hen' but no genderless 
'chicken' 

9 knij pnoi khe-phua Cock 
10 kHij moi khe-mua Hen 
11 khirij khiri Egg 
12 siriko Cockroach 
13 lrnkHao 
14 kawai 
15 amoji amoi Crow 

He has <chai-mua> for 

16 t~Wai 
'bitch' and <chai-phua> 

Dog 
for' dog' but no genderless 
'dog' 

17 tcaj moi chai-mua His translation is 'bitch' Female Dog 

18 tcaj poi chai-phua 
His translation is simply 

Male Dog 
'dog' 

19 tcaj doi7 Puppy 
20 pWita7 nang-pho Clearly different from mine Drunk 

His includes the feminine 
marker <mua> and lists 

21 o1Jsa eSO-ffiua 'drake' as a separate entry Duck 
with the masculine <phua> 
affixed 
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22 (ak6~s3Jj ragung-shiyang See below comment SpiderWeb 
Although he lists <ragung-
shiyang> as 'spider' this is 

23 (ag6~ 
clearly closer to our 'spider 

Spider 
web', which he very easily 
could have elicited by mis-
take 

24 pCEtSCE'~ phutsam 
His translation is 'kite', i.e. 

Eagle 
the bird 

25 ijo ayoi, khabuk Fat 
26 omain aphaug Clearly different from mine Feather 

27&51 iijik- eyik Wing 
28 iijik- mCEn 
29 bimii bimi Female 
30 b<4owii bphua Male 
31 '~wi 

32 putsCEk- phutuk Not a certain match Coat 
As mentioned on p.4, he pe-

33 (iji rek 
riodically transcribes word-

Head Lice 
final [i]s as <1<:>; his traus-
lation is 'louse' 

34 d~irJo'~ Body Lice 
Not a certain match, espe-

35 mCEd~ow mWj mzaw cially with the affixation of Fly 
[mwf] in my token 

36 titcWaj shalua 
Clearly different from mine; 

Flying Fox 
his translation is 'fox' 

37 sipiin sphin His translation is 'she goat' Goat 
This is unexpected as it 
varies from the staudard 

38 sipj7n poi bgowa derivation system of adding Male Goat 
<phua> as a masculine 
marker 
His lacks the usual fem-

39 sipi'n p3Jj sphin 
inine marker <mua>, al-

Female Goat 
though mine also contains 
an unusual affix 

40 sipiin doii Baby Goat (kid) 

41 -lowiswa rap 
Pretty clearly different from 

Frog 
mine 

42 {mbij abiya Not a certain match Meat 
43 stu{~ stung Monkey 
44 tci~ka d~Ja'~ Mosquito 

He lists <thung> as the 
translation for 'rat', which 

45 to'~ doii when accompauied by the Mouse 
diminutive marker [doii] 
derives the meaning 'mouse' 
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46 (la7 wak 
Again, he marks the [7] with 

Pig 
a <1<:> 

47 pna{m phaw Not a certain match Snake 
48 mutsowi'l mutsua Tiger 
49 atso{a 
50 inij7 Tusk 
52 pCEju'n 

Clearly different from mine; 
53 kad6~ khruk <khowang> meaning 'fore- Head 

head' may be a better match 
54 k"az3l] khaziwang, khaziyau Hair 
55 simkaim shiyam-dkhaw Clearly different from mine Chin 
56 kna kh6 Ear 
57 mlik- meyak Eye 
58 'mpo'~ ephung Nose 
59 Sii m shiyam Mouth 
60 soma1n sman Moustache 

61 jowa 
It is uncertain whether his 

Neck yung-a 
and mine are the same 

62 ku(uk- khruk Head 
63 liji rhi Tongue 
64 cipi{n si-nyen Tooth 

His lacks the [(laC], which 
means 'hand', and from 

65 (laC paloia7~ phabiuug which many of the body Arm 
parts in the arm are derived; 
his translation is 'upper arm' 

66 pas(am wat-basrau, wat-skhaw Clearly different from mine Elbow 
Clearly different from mine 

67 (laC bii7~ wat-chlya but both derived from [(laC], Finger(s) 
'hand' 

68 bisiin bsen Finger Nail 
69 (laC doi7 Pinky 
70 (laC wat Hand 
71 lad~o'~ loi-sphow Clearly different from mine Knee 
72 laj7 loai Leg 

His transcription is the same 

73 laj ill wi loai 
as for 'leg' whereas mine is 

Foot 
derived from my token for 
'leg' 

74 padui~ phadong Back 
75 libotna lpothong Chest 
76 nlio7 shik Clearly different from mine Milk 
77 pap"i phabum Not a certain match Shoulder 

78 7ndi~k(a7 atinchaw 
It is uncertain whether his 

Butt 
and mine are the same 

79 l iJli nyi-nyia Clearly different from mine Waist 
80 {~pai 
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81 lowi7 lui Stomach 
82 lobo7 arau Clearly different from mine Lung 
83 i~khok' aman Clearly different from mine Skin 
84 hajloa hanyuwa Sweat 

85 7ij eh 
His translation is 'dung' and 

Anus 'latrine' 

86 la7 lak 
Again, he marks the [7] with 

Penis 
a <1<:> 

87 labokam Testicle 

88 tabi7 dabek 
Again, he marks the [7] with 

Vagina 
a <1<:> 

89 la7 ko Semen 

90 tcanllow chan 
His lacks what could be a 

Saliva 
possible affix [llow] 

91 gatcij gatse Piss 
92 moj moi Vomit 

93 7ij eh 
His translation is 'dung' and 

Shit 
'latrine' 

94 tchimpha chiya, jiyang, shiyaw 
Pretty clearly different from 

Cough 
mine 

95 asham hasam Wind 
96 khJa~ wok Clearly different from mine Cave 

97 tsa7 kam~ sakmaw 
Pretty clearly different from 

Cloud 
mine 

98&126 hanaj hanayang Sun 
99 hanaj tslo haneng-chiyaw East 

100 hanaj jiim haneng-yaw West 
101 hakoji hakhoi North 
102 haja'~ hayang South 

103 bWaji boe 
It is uncertain whether his 

Fire 
and mine are the same 

104 habli dawlh sang-khaw Clearly different from mine Full Moon 
Perhaps the consultant stut-

105 habii habia-hapia tered or there is a reduplica- Moon 
tive effect in his 

106 spl a~ lip' Ground 
107 haju'n hayin Snow 

108 saprop' saphrup 
Fallen Snow/ Ice on 
the Ground 

109 habi'n 
Snowflake/ Falling 
Snow 

110 hapli haphi Rain 
111 pai~ Mountain 
112 Po1U'~ erung Nest 
113 habliw habiyaw Night 
114 hanaj hanayang Day 

115 kaba'~ khabang 
His translation is 'stand', i.e. 

Pond 
a group of plants 
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116 ti7i~ ko kho, kho-mua River 
117 kno b6 kho-mua Big River 
118 k"o 7ij6 Small River 
119 kho kho Water 
120 su{owi 

Not a certain match; his 
121 huma~ k67~ hamau lacks what could be a possi- Sky 

ble affix [kU7~l 
122 baj mka'm boe-mukhaw Smoke 
123 dacJl~ sadi-yiwaug Not a certain match Star 
124 hanwa'l haluwa Summer 
125 hasa'~ hakhok Clearly different from mine Winter 
127 hatcau hashau His translation is 'air' Wind 
128 ndaim daw Not a certain match Year 
129 maj7 moe, moi Bamboo 
130 hi~ ko7 hing-khuk Bark 
131 ndupaw7 
132 'mboa abung-a Not a certain match Flower 
133 tcaba'~ Forest 
134 hilloj ewoi Fruit 
135 mikli'm egyaw Not a certain match Thorn 
136 U1CEi~ ereng Root 

137 hF~ hing-mua 
He includes the feminine 

Tree 
marker, <mua> 

138 mutowa muthuwa His translation is 'security' Fence 
There are mauy different 
paths aud roads listed in 
his glossary, all of which 

139 lumoi lumu-rok 
start with <lumu> and have 

Path 
something added to derive a 
specific meauing, the affix 
<rok> derives the meaning 
'footpath' 

140 sipiji Rock 
141 cadij7 dimi Clearly different from mine Daughter 
142 dCEpwi7 dphua Son 
143 aphwi aphua Father 
144 amoi amua Mother 
145 abCE'm abaw Older Brother 
146 khowi abu Clearly different from mine Younger Brother 
147 omoi Sister 

148 aba7m 
This token is very similar to 

Older Sister 
that of 'older brother' 

149 ~khowi 
This token is very similar to 

Younger Sister 
that of 'younger brother' 

150 iji yiya Wife 
151 ~gi ge Husbaud 
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152 bCE1CEfn pran Man 

153 IIll"~ pCE'~ mriyaw 
His translation is 'old 

Woman 
woman' 

154 Pl~ pCE'~ 

155 bCEpwi7 doi7 bphua 
His lacks the diminutive 

Boy 
marker [duw87] 

156 bimi7 doi7 bimi 
His lacks the diminutive 

Girl 
marker [duw87] 

157 bla'n bl0k' 
The first morpheme is simi-

Person lar to 'man' 

158 thCEk' po thap-pho 
His translation is 'fellow vil-

People 
lager' 

159 anij doi7 
His lacks the diminutive 

Baby ane 
marker [duw87] 

160 praf~ phriyaw Old Person! Man 
161 ma7po Enemy 

162 ~d~a7 agyak 
It is uncertain whether his 

Friend 
and mine are the same 

163 fmbowi7 

Clearly different from mine; 
164 mi~ja phabi-khaw his translation is 'the great Priest 

lama, priest' 
165 CElli' n Twin 
166 kateWa ch6 His lacks [ka] Bride 

167 kaba7 bok 
His lacks [ka]; again he 

Groom 
marks the [7] with a <k> 

168 mbij eabwa abi-shabaw Hunter 
169 mbo bWaj Singer 
170 dzia jo One 
171 ni nyeng Two 
172 gofm urn Three 
173 jlij wi Four 
174 gowi kua Five 
175 (ak' rap Six 
176 milij milie Seven 
177 niVao mla Eight 
178 tikij dige Nine 
179 sowa sua Ten 
180 SCEna dzia sna-jo Eleven 
181 SCEna ni sna-nyeng Twelve 
182 fnteCEk' ichak Twenty 

183 7nt~CEk~ na dzia ichak-jo 
Mine contains an extra, pos-

Twenty-one 
sibly optional word rna] 

184 sa'lCEim sa-urn Thirty 
185 sa'lCEim na dzia Thirty-one 
186 sajlij sa-wi Forty 
187 sajlij dzia Forty-one 
188 tsagowi sa-kua Fifty 
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189 tsagowi dzia Fifty-one 
190 S3.1.rnk- sa-rap Sixty 
191 tsrnmlij sa-milie Seventy 
192 tSCEmVao sa-mla Eighty 
193 satikij sa-dige Ninety 
194 (\1i~ dzia wiem-ja One Hundred 

Interesting that his transcrip-

195 jlii~ n' wiem-ja-nyeng 
tion includes his 'one' <jo>, 

Two Hundred 
here <ja>, while mine does 
not include a 'one' 

196 pad~a lliji Thank You 
197 na~ji khOi~ Greeting 
198 ph3.1.07 phero His translation is 'table' Bench 
199 mif met Arrow 
200 t"ablo thabiyaw Axe 
201 1ak- rok Bow 
202 tnatnao bua, pong-baniyap Clearly different from mine Bag 
203 si(iC khothaw Clearly different from mine Woman's Basket 
204 tadzai~ thazang His translation is 'granary' Man's Basket 
205 .[lrnin rothan His translation is 'string' Bow String 
206 shalo~ salowang Hanging Bridge 

207 sato7n sathun 
His translation is simply 

Bridge on Road 
'bridge' 

208 imbiima Broom 
209 khithiin Cage 
210 (\107 wio, shug Comb 
211 t"brn'~ thbam Drum 

212 tsi07 shiyuk 
His translation is simply 

Fish Net 
'net' 

213 1aziim razim Garden 
214a baj po Hearth 
214b split"o Hearth 

215 ksmimCEno Cooking Pit 
216 hrnzrn'~ hazang Wall 
217 muk07 saphuwai Clearly different from mine Roof 

218 mkwrnji mdu-khui 
His translation is 'dao 

Knife 
(small)' 
His translation is simply 

219 lrnbomo lapau 
'stone', perhaps his is miss-

Whet Stone 
ing an affix [moul to derive 
the meaning 'whet stone' 

220 'mbWaj boe Song 
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